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Abstract - The Internet of Things (IoT) promotes 
interconnectivity between devices and these keep appearing in 
larger quantities throughout the years, with the evolution of 
communication technologies. However, scalability comes with a 
price, since for a higher quantity of devices comes the need for 
better transmission channels, with higher reach, availability and 
improved security capabilities.  
Wireless technologies already provide a way to solve these issues, 
but the use of optical fibers would give to the IoT their own unique 
features. But IoT devices should not be power hungry nor have 
costly electrical-to-optical conversions, so a passive optical 
communications module based of fiber Bragg should be 
implemented. This module would be integrated in the IoT 
ecosystem by connecting it to the many existent dark fibers all over 
the world. 
A simulator of this module was implemented, capable of 
reproducing its characteristics for the transmission of information 
modulated in Frequency-Shift Keying and On-Off Keying 
modulation schemes.  
Keywords: Internet of Things, Fiber Bragg Gratings, Acousto-
Optic Modulator, Frequency-Shift Keying, On-Off Keying 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The increase in Internet traffic over these past decades was 
only made possible with the deployment of a worldwide optical 
network. The long-haul fiber networks have evolved into a 
complex web with mesh connectivity in metropolitan areas, 
pushing the fiber into the edge of the network, thus forming a 
Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) network. Therefore, the fiber is no 
longer used solely for intercity links, but also supports metro 
and last-mile connectivity. It can also be found in industrial 
plants, alongside highways, remote rural roads, power 
transmission lines and railways. Of course, with this large 
presence of optical fiber cables, there are some spare fibers 
available, known as dark fibers, that can be explored for 
broadband capability and for providing basic connectivity with 
newly developed technologies [1]. 
However, the human ability to consume information is no 
longer the only drive for setting the limits to the required 
network bandwidth, but the by now dominant amount of 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) traffic that rises from data-centric 
applications, sensor networks and the growing penetration of 
the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT can and will impact 
manufacturing and supply chains from industries around the 
world, whose main goal is to increase efficiency by controlling 
their machines remotely, where environmental conditions may 
be unfavorable to allow wireless networks to operate. 
For a certain industry to achieve this objective, it must use 
fiber optic cables which, due to the previously mentioned 
characteristics, are the best medium for the handling of 
information that is transmitted throughout the facility. This, of 
course, will lead to a growth of in-building fiber deployments 
not only for industrial facilities, but also for residential 
buildings which cannot be reached wirelessly [2].  
The IoT can be considered as a global network which provides 
communication between human-to-human, human-to-things 
and things-to-things, each one with their own unique identity. 
However this requires a global infrastructure of networked 
physical objects that enables anytime, anyplace connectivity for 
anything, not only for any one [3]. 
A. Motivation and main objectives 
In 2016, at the 21st OptoElectronics and Communications 
Conference, it was stated that, by the year of 2019, 83% of 
global data traffic is expected to come from cloud services and 
applications and it will gather a total data of 10.4 zettabytes per 
year [4]. 
By the year of 2008, the total number of interconnected 
devices over the Internet exceeded the world’s population for 
the first time, and the trend of attaching more “things” of daily 
use to this network is accelerating. It is estimated that by the 
year of 2020, the number of devices connected with each other 
over the Internet, the so called Internet of Things, is expected to 
be around 50 billion, as depicted in figure 1, with the left axis 
referring to the world’s population and internet-connected 
devices and the right one, the internet-connected devices per 
person.  
 
Fig. 1: Bar chart of the number of connected devices compared to the 
world’s population [1]. 
The IoT limits are mainly based on the economic value that 
its featured services provide to society. The deployment of 
computational and storage capacities to support these services 
depends on the potential profits and gains obtained from 
building an infrastructure. If this network continues to be 
increasingly more ubiquitous, the investment in these 
infrastructures will still increase and the doubt remains if the 
same number of large companies will keep paying for it. Thus 
innovation needs to happen in a way in which the cost of new 
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components designed for optical fiber systems are reduced 
considerably [5]. 
 
For the IoT’s transmission layer, the aim is to transfer data 
over long distances or large areas. Several wireless standards 
for IoT applications such as Zigbee and Wi-Fi are capable of 
successfully transmitting data to a given end-user, although, for 
an industrial application, a wired solution is more feasible. 
Wireless communications for wide areas have several issues 
such as spectrum usage, causing loss of the quality of the 
signal, and the environment topography, from which comes the 
degradation of the transmitted signals due to the distance 
getting bigger and because of the multipath fading effects that 
may also induce signal-to-noise fluctuations that may cause 
unreliability towards the requirements for providing 
connectivity for critical IoT applications. Adding to these 
issues, the broadcasting nature of wireless connectivity has 
some evidently fundamental privacy and security 
vulnerabilities. An optical wired communication system can be 
adopted to contradict these issues, since the optical fiber offers 
a huge bandwidth with very low attenuation, typically 0.2 
dB/km for a standard Single Mode Fiber (SMF), allowing the 
transmission of data over tens of kilometers. 
The concept of IoT over Fiber (IoToF) uses Fiber Bragg 
Gratings (FBGs) to modulate the information coming from IoT 
devices in the optical carrier and transmit it over a large 
distance of over tens or maybe thousands of kilometers, when 
optical amplification schemes are used. The connection of this 
novel technology with the already existent optical fiber 
pipeline is done by using the dark fibers available, which are 
key for the IoT concept. To provide the direct physical 
connectivity (PHY) to IoT devices themselves might seem an 
overkill solution, but this would be viable and applicable when 
availability, reliability, security and other limiting factors 
handicap the physical connectivity solution already based on 
wireless and other wireless technologies. The IoToF system 
can be used in the monitorization of urban areas with a crowded 
and/or polluted spectrum, power lines structure and 
environment monitoring, collecting data in the gas and oil 
industries. Also, it can be used in wildfire monitoring in 
extremely remote locations, since the dense forests in hilly 
regions can create very unfavorable wireless propagation 
environments.  
B. State of the art 
Several wireless standards for IoT applications have been 
proposed during the last two decades, with table 1 depicting the 
comparison between the wireless IoT technologies and the 
novel IoToF introduced in this study. 
Table I 
WIRELESS IOT TECHNOLOGIES AND THE IOTOF CONCEPT 
Technology 
Data 
Throughput 
(bps) 
Range (km) 
Bandwidth 
(MHz) 
Spectral 
Efficiency 
(bps/Hz) 
LTE eMTC 1×106 11 1.4 0.714 
Wi-Fi IEEE 
802.11ac 
500×106 
0 1 via 
mesh 
80 6.25 
Bluetooth 2×106 0.75 2 1 
Thread 250×103 0 1 5 0.05 
Zigbee 250×103 0.13 LoS 2 0.125 
Z-Wave 100×103 0.03 0.2 0.5 
LoRa 22×103 
30 (water) 
15 (ground) 
0.250 0.088 
Sigfox 100 30 0.2 0.0005 
IoToF 300 >30 0.0008 0.375 
The continuous increase of traffic calls for the deployment of 
a worldwide optical network in which long-haul fiber networks 
form a complex web of mesh connectivity in metropolitan 
areas. Also, with Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) 
techniques, these optical fibers can support several bandwidth-
hungry applications [1]. 
Despite also enabling the IoT ecosystem over optical fibers, 
the IoToF concept presented in this study is a niche solution to 
fill the gaps from an IoT arena dominated by extremely low 
cost and widespread wireless solutions, therefore one of the 
main challenges in this novel developed system is the ease of 
capital and operational costs (CAPEX and OPEX, 
respectively). However, optical solutions are costly, not 
because of the optical fiber itself, but because they involve 
Electrical-to-Optical (E/O) and Optical-to-Electrical (O/E) 
interfaces. Such interfaces are usually power-hungry circuits, 
whereas optical fibers are electrically passive elements. Thus, 
energy presents itself as a major constraint for IoT solutions 
and these conversions need to be addressed in IoToF PHY 
architectures before benefiting from long-reach with 
reliability, privacy and other appealing features that optical 
fibers have, contrasting with the wireless ones. 
Table 2 depicts some matching factors between conventional 
optical communication connectivity and the proposed IoToF 
PHY architecture. The data throughput required by individual 
IoT devices are usually several orders of magnitude below 
what the optical interfaces can offer. Long reach reliability 
from optical fibers is what IoToF aims to achieve in the IoT 
ecosystem, thus these requirements cannot be compromised by 
low cost optical solutions, i.e., based on LEDs, for example. 
Installation and maintenance in conventional optical systems is 
costly and time-consuming at E/O and O/E interfaces, since 
these involve specialized splicing equipment and connectors, 
whereas the wireless counterpart operation is virtually 
effortless and costless. With this in mind, IoToF should be 
aimed at extremely simple operations.    
Table II 
 IOT REQUIREMENTS AND CONVENTIONAL OPTICAL AND IOTOF PHYS 
[6-8]. 
IoT Requirements 
Conventional Optical 
PHY @ ONU (per 
subscriber) 
IoToF Optical PHY 
Throughput Up to 2.5 Gbps At least 100 bps 
Range Up to 20 km At least 20 km 
Power Consumption around 1 W 0 W (Passive) 
Also, conventional optical communication E/O and O/E 
conversions are power consuming due to the need of biasing 
and cooling circuitry, while IoToF would aim, if possible, at 
optical passive solutions at IoT devices. Spectral efficiency is 
not a major concern in optical systems seen in the widespread 
use of OOK and direct detection to reduce cost. In contrast, the 
extremely low-cost requirement from the IoT systems will 
push IoToF solutions with limited end-to-end bandwidth and, 
therefore, spectral efficiency will become an issue to be 
addressed [9]. 
Figure 2 depicts the comparison that can be made between 
the discussed technologies both in terms of bandwidth, which 
is related to the data throughput through the spectral efficiency, 
and the transmission distance. These parameters lead to a trade-
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off correlated to the frequency bands, i.e., higher frequency 
bands have more channels and more bandwidth, which allows 
for more data throughput, however, the transmission range is 
much lower. On the opposite hand, lower frequency radio 
waves are less vulnerable to propagation disturbances than the 
higher ones, presenting a higher operation range, but the data 
throughput is reduced [10]. 
 
Fig. 2. Relation between throughput and range for IoT standards, 
with the inclusion of the novel IoToF concept. 
In sum, IoToF should aim at ranges beyond conventional 
wireless solutions, but without compromising minimal 
throughputs achieved by them. This novel technology is 
therefore expected to exceed a fundamental wireless limit, i.e., 
the Radio Horizon Range (RHR), which is the furthest reach 
imposed by the earth’s curvature Line-of-Sight (LoS) 
propagation, including the atmosphere’s refraction effects. The 
RHR for a 30 m height gateway antenna and a base station at 1 
m is around 20 km, which is proved experimentally as an 
achievable range by LoRa and Sigfox. This is also G-PON’s 
basic reach, thus 20 km provides for an important optical and 
wireless landmark for IoToF to surpass and find its own niche 
[7, 11, 12]. 
II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 
A. Fiber Bragg Grating Technology 
During the development of fiber optics technology, FBGs 
were applied in many photonic devices. An FBG is an optical 
filter inscribed in a short segment of an optical fiber, so that it 
can reflect specific wavelengths coming from a certain optical 
source and transmit all others. It can also be regarded as a fiber 
device with periodical variation of the refraction index of the 
core along the fiber [13].  
Due to this successful implementation, FBGs proved their 
utility in a wide set of communication applications in the 
optical realm. They can be used as add/drop multiplexers for 
WDM resulting in an increased capacity of optical networks, 
as mode converters, as dispersion compensators and as pulse 
compressors [14]. 
Also, by studying the displacement of a given reference 
wavelength it is possible to measure several physical 
parameters, such as temperature, pressure, strain, etc. Thus, 
FBGs can be used as sensors and have many advantages, like 
the lack of LoS requirement, resistance to corrosion, immunity 
to electromagnetic interference and the easiness of 
implementation in miniaturization. Also very important, is the 
fact that it facilitates the remote control and processing of the 
information, simply because both sensing and propagation are 
rolled into one [4, 13, 15]. 
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Fig.3. Schematic of the FBG with the spectral input and outputs. 
From the first order Bragg condition results the reflected 
wavelength, also called the Bragg wavelength and it is given 
by the expression in equation 2.1: 
 𝜆𝐵 = 2Λ𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 (2.1) 
where 𝜆𝐵 is the central Bragg wavelength of the reflected 
signal, 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective refraction index of the optical fiber, 
which is an average of the refraction index of the core and of 
the cladding, and Λ is the period of the modulation of the 
refraction index in the core of the fiber. 
The periodic perturbation of the refraction index (𝛿𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓) 
along the propagation axis 𝑧 can be described by equation 2.2: 
 𝛿𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑧) = 𝛿𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅(𝑧) {1 + 𝜉(𝑧) cos [
2𝜋
Λ
𝑧 + 𝜙(𝑧)]} (2.2) 
where 𝛿𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is the variation of the mean value of the 
modulation, 𝜉 is the fringe visibility of the index change 
varying from 0 to 1, and 𝜙(𝑧) describes grating chirp for 
aperiodic gratings [16, 17]. 
For a periodic single-mode Bragg reflection grating the 
relations depicted in equations 2.3 and 2.4 are known: 
 𝛿 = 2𝜋𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 (
1
𝜆
−
1
𝜆𝐵
) (2.3) 
 
к =
𝛿𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜋
𝜆
 
(2.4) 
From equation 2.3, comes the value called the detuning, 
which is independent of 𝑧 for all gratings. To simplify the 
upcoming equation 2.6, it is useful to define the following 
variable of equation 2.5: 
 𝛾 = √к2 − 𝛿2 (2.5) 
Using the previous equations, the reflectivity of a grating 
with constant modulation amplitude and period is obtained as 
function of the wavelength 𝜆 and the length 𝐿 of the grating, as 
shown in equation 2.6: 
 
𝑅𝜆,𝐿 =
sinh2(𝛾𝐿)
cosh2(𝛾𝐿) −
𝛿2
к2
 (2.6) 
B. FBG’s manufacture techniques 
There are many grating manufacture techniques, but in this 
study only the phase mask technique and the interferometer 
with phase mask technique will be considered. 
The optical element known as the phase mask is made from 
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a flat slab of silica glass, which is transparent to UV light, and 
it features a periodic pattern shape that approximates a square 
wave in profile. The UV light, which is incident normally to 
the phase mask, passes through it and is diffracted by the 
periodic corrugations of the mask. These corrugations are 
almost in contact with the optical fiber. Usually, most of the 
diffracted light is contained in the 0, +1 and -1 diffracted 
orders, however, the phase mask is designed in such a way that 
it is able to suppress the diffraction into the zero-order to less 
than 5% and can divide 40% of the total light intensity equally 
in the 1-
+  orders, approximately. In other words, the zero-order 
diffraction is minimized and the +1 and -1 orders are 
maximized. The interference of these maximized order beams 
produce a periodic pattern that photoimprints a corresponding 
grating in the fiber.  
The obtained period of the grating pattern in the core of the 
fiber is Λ = ΛPM/2, where ΛPM is phase mask period [17, 18].  
The phase mask technique can also be used to manufacture 
gratings with controlled spectral response characteristics. The 
typical spectral response of a finite length grating with a 
uniform index modulation along the fiber length has a 
secondary maximum on both sides of the main reflection peak. 
In WDM applications this kind of response is not desirable, so 
in order to avoid secondary maxima, a bell-like functional 
shape is given to the FBG. This process is called apodisation, 
which through the years have achieved suppressions of the 
sidelobes of 30 dB to 40 dB, using the phase mask technique 
[18]. 
The apodisation technique also extends to the manufacture of 
Chirped FBGs (CFBGs), also known as aperiodic fiber 
gratings, which are used for making dispersion compensators. 
The chirping aspect means varying the grating period along the 
length of the fiber in order to broaden its spectral response [18]. 
In the context of  “Amplitude-splitting Interferometer” [17], 
the fringe grating period can me altered by varying the 
incidence angle, 𝛼, or by modifying the wavelength of the 
incident radiation, 𝜆𝑈𝑉. The choice of this wavelength is 
limited to the UV photosensitivity region of the fiber, however, 
there is no restriction for the choice of the angle 𝛼. The 
amplitude-splitting interferometer offers the ability to inscribe 
Bragg gratings of various characteristics, but it is susceptible 
to mechanical vibrations. This disadvantage originates from 
sub-micron displacements in the position of the mirrors, the 
beam splitter, or other optical mounts in the interferometer 
during UV irradiation, causing the fringe pattern to drift [19]. 
In the interferometer with phase mask technique, the UV 
beam splitting is done by a phase mask. The diffracted orders 
are reflected on lateral mirrors and are recombined in the fiber 
where they interfere with a certain pattern.  
A phase mask, instead of an amplitude splitter, is used 
because, besides its economical factor, the alignment process 
is simplified. The wavelength of the designed grating is 
controlled by the incidence angle of the two diffracted orders 
on the fiber, which can be controlled by the lateral mirrors [17].  
C. FBG’s behavior due to external disturbances 
The effective refraction index and the period modulation, 
both mentioned in equation (2.1), change with temperature and 
strain, thus changing the Bragg wavelength. The change in the 
reflected wavelength when exposed to variations in 
temperature, ∆𝑇, and/or mechanical deformations, ∆𝑙, is given 
by equation 2.7 [13]: 
∆𝜆𝐵 = 2 (Λ
𝜕𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝑇
+ 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜕Λ
𝜕𝑇
) ∆𝑇 + 2 (Λ
𝜕𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝑙
+ 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜕Λ
𝜕𝑙
) ∆𝑙 (2.7) 
An applied longitudinal deformation changes the Λ parameter 
due to the increasing pitch of grating and changes the 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 
parameter, because of the photoelastic effect. The latter comes 
from an observation made when compressing a transparent 
material, in which two effects can be observed, one is the 
increase of the refractive index due to the increase of density 
of the material and the other is the mentioned photoelastic 
effect, which produces the opposite effect. 
In an equal manner, both parameters from the fundamental 
Bragg condition can be changed due to a variation in 
temperature, which can occur via thermal dilation, which 
influence the Λ parameter, and via thermo-optic effect, which 
influence the 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 parameter. The first term of equation 2.7 
shows the effect of temperature in the reflected Bragg 
wavelength and the second one denotes the effect of the 
mechanical strain. So, if only change in temperature is 
considered (∆𝑙 = 0), one gets [17]: 
 ∆𝜆𝐵 = 𝑆𝑇∆𝑇 = 𝜆𝐵(𝛼Λ + 𝛼n) (2.8) 
where 𝑆𝑇 is the thermal sensitivity of the FBG. 
The 𝛼Λ parameter is the thermal expansion coefficient of the 
fiber (~0.55 × 10−6℃−1 for silica), and 𝛼n is the thermo-optic 
coefficient (~8.6 × 10−6℃−1 for germanium doped silica-
core fiber). A thermal sensitivity approximately equal to 13 
pm/ºC is expected for FBGs working at the spectral region of 
1550 nm [13, 17].  
When neglecting the thermal disturbances (∆𝑇 = 0), the 
effect of mechanical disturbances in the Bragg wavelength is 
described by equation 2.9 [17]: 
∆𝜆𝐵 = 𝑆∆𝑙𝜀𝑧 = 𝜆𝐵(1 − 𝑝𝑒)𝜀𝑧 (2.9) 
where 𝑆∆𝑙 is the sensitivity to the strain felt over the 
longitudinal axis, and 𝜀𝑧 is the relative strain over the 
longitudinal axis. When the FBG suffers a contraction the 𝜀𝑧 
value is negative and when it is expanded this value turns 
positive.  
By integrating the intrinsic interference between the reflected 
spectra of the FBG and the Fabry-Perot Interferometer (FPI) 
with respect to the wavelength at each time instant, one gets an 
optical power variation. This process is called edge filtering, 
where the FPI acts an optical power discriminator.  
D. Modulation techniques 
For the proposed AOM system, several modulation 
techniques can be tested as candidates for a successful 
transmission of the encoded data that comes from the IoT 
devices, namely OOK, Amplitude-Shift Keying (ASK) and 
Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK). Phase related modulations 
were not considered since the existent system lacks the phase 
stability required to perform carrier-phase estimation in order 
to properly modulate the data [20].  
The actual tested modulation techniques were the OOK and the 
FSK. In the context of this system, the OOK modulation 
technique is used to modulate the optical subcarrier with 
respect to the frequency, whereas the FSK method is used to 
modulate an electrical subcarrier with respect to its frequency, 
which therefore modulates the optical subcarrier in the 
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frequency domain. 
E. On-Off Keying Modulation 
The transmission of a binary sequence can be done with use 
of on-off signals, i.e., when the transmitted bit is 1, the 
transmitted signal waveform is 𝑠1(𝑡) = 𝑠(𝑡), and when the 
transmitted bit is 0, the signal waveform becomes 𝑠0(𝑡) =
 −𝑠(𝑡), where 𝑠(𝑡) = 𝐴, 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑏. 
These types of signals are known as antipodal signals, since 
one signal waveform is the negative of the other. Thus, the 
received signal waveform, after going through a noisy channel, 
may be represented as: 
 𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑛(𝑡)−
+ ,          0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑏      (2.10) 
where 𝑛(𝑡) represents the additive white Gaussian noise. The 
optimum receiver consists of a correlator whose output is 
sampled at 𝑡 = 𝑇𝑏 , and followed by a detector that compares 
the sampled output with a certain threshold valued as 𝛼.  
For signal waveforms with equal probabilities, the optimum 
detector compares 𝑟 with a threshold 𝛼 = 0. If 𝑟 > 0 the 
detector decides that 𝑠(𝑡) was transmitted, whereas when 𝑟 <
0, the decision is made that −𝑠(𝑡) was transmitted [20]. 
F.Frequency-Shift Keying 
With M-ary FSK, it is possible to transmit 𝑘 = log2 𝑀 bits 
per symbol with 𝑀 signal waveforms which can be expressed 
in equation 2.11: 
 
?̂?𝑚(𝑡) = √
2𝐸𝑠
𝑇
cos(2𝜋(𝑓𝑐 + 𝑚𝛥𝑓)𝑡) 
(2.11) 
for 𝑚 = 0, 1, … , 𝑀 − 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇, where 𝐸𝑠 = 𝑘𝐸𝑏  is the 
energy per symbol (being 𝐸𝑏  the signal energy per bit), 𝑇 =
𝑘𝑇𝑏  is the symbol interval (with 𝑇𝑏  corresponding to the 
duration of the bit interval), 𝛥𝑓 is the frequency separation and 
𝑓𝑐 is the carrier frequency [20]. 
In real life conditions, the received signal is different from 
the transmitted one, i.e., when the modulated signal goes 
through a transmission channel, it gets delayed and it is 
affected by noise, therefore 𝑟𝑚(𝑡) is expressed by: 
𝑟𝑚(𝑡) = √
2𝐸𝑠
𝑇
cos(2𝜋(𝑓𝑐 + 𝑚𝛥𝑓)𝑡 + ∅(𝑡)) + 𝑛(𝑡) 
(2.12) 
where, ∅(𝑡) represents the phase shift of the mth signal and 
𝑛(𝑡) is the additive bandpass noise. 
When the signals {𝑟𝑚𝑐 , 𝑟𝑚𝑠}𝑚=0
𝑀−1  have the same probability, the 
signal envelopes can be computed by the square law detector 
𝑟𝑚
2: 
 𝑟𝑚
2 = 𝑟𝑚𝑐
2 + 𝑟𝑚𝑠
2  (2.13) 
which will then select the signal corresponding to the largest 
{𝑟𝑚
2 } value. Figure 4 depicts the schematic of the discussed 
process of detection and demodulation for an M-ary FSK 
received signal, where the basis functions of the correlators 
feature the known phase shift for each symbol when 
equalization is not used. This was the approach used in the 
simulations described in section 5. 
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Fig.4. Schematic of the M-ary FSK detection and demodulation 
process (adapted from [20]). 
G.Probability of error for M-ary orthogonal signals 
For M-ary orthogonal signals, the probability of error, 
assuming the symmetry of the signal space and equal 
probabilities for all 𝑀 symbols, can be simplified so that only 
two parameters affect the overall probability, namely 𝑀, which 
is the number of symbols, and 𝐸/𝑁0, which is the signal-to-
noise ratio.  
 𝑃𝑒 =
1
√2𝜋
∫ {1 − [1 − 𝑄(𝑦)]𝑀−1}𝑒−(𝑦−√2𝐸/𝑁0)
2
/2𝑑𝑦
∞
−∞
 (2.14) 
with 𝑄(𝑦) =  1 2𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(𝑦/√2)⁄ , 𝑀 representing the total of 
symbols for a certain M-ary FSK modulation schemes, 𝐸 being 
the symbol energy and 𝑁0 = 𝜎
2/2, with 𝜎2 being the noise 
variance [20]. 
H.Estimation of the BER from the EVM 
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) is proven to be an 
appropriate metric for optical channels limited by AWGN. It 
can be described as the effective distance of the received 
complex symbol from its ideal position in the constellation 
diagram. In mathematical terms, a received signal vector 𝐸𝑟  
deviates from an ideal transmitted vector 𝐸𝑡 by an error vector 
𝐸𝑒𝑟𝑟 .  
 
𝐸𝑉𝑀𝑎
2 =
𝑀
𝐼
∑ |𝐸𝑟,𝑖 − 𝐸𝑡,𝑖|
2𝐼
𝑖=1
∑ |𝐸𝑡,𝑖|
2𝑀
𝑖=1
 
(2.15) 
This last parameter is used for the estimation of the BER, 
whose approximate mathematical expression is shown in 
equation 2.15, with 𝐿 being defined as the number of signal 
levels in each dimension of the constellation, which, in the case 
of the M-ary FSK modulation, is equal to the number of the M 
symbols. I is the number of randomly transmitted data [22]. 
 
𝐵𝐸𝑅 ≈
(1 − 𝐿−1)
log2 𝐿
𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [√
3 log2 𝐿
(𝐿2 − 1)𝐸𝑉𝑀𝑎
2 log2 𝑀
] 
(2.16) 
 
III. AOM FOR THE IOT 
A detailed schematic of the IoToF concept can be seen in 
figure 5, featuring the five main blocks or stages: the receiver 
stage, the demodulation stage, the IoT devices, the 
codification-modulation stage and the AOMs. The 
multiplexing capability of the FBGs and the inherent low 
optical fiber attenuation, provides an advantage in a sense that 
it is possible to distribute several AOMs along the same optical 
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fiber, with each AOM having its own Bragg wavelength 
associated with (𝜆1, 𝜆2, …, 𝜆𝑛). The BBS feeds the AOMs, 
since the FBGs included in these modulators are completely 
passive elements, which are mechanically driven by acoustic 
signals containing the IoT information. Then, an optical 
circulator redirects the reflected spectra of the FBGs to the 
several FPIs, located at the receiver stage, which act as linear 
edge filters. 
This allows for the straightforward translation from the 
spectral shifts from the several existent FBGs, into optical 
power variations, which are then converted into the electrical 
domain by the photodetectors, which are also located at the 
same receiver stage. 
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Fig.5. Schematic of the IoT2oF approach. 
The electrical signals are amplified by the operational 
amplifiers (OP-AMPs) in transimpedance configuration and 
posteriorly acquired by an ADC module. The data receiver is 
able to process the received signals and demodulate them, 
which makes possible the sharing of this information with the 
Internet. However, for this whole process to occur, it is 
necessary the use of Codification-Modulation Devices (CMDs) 
which are responsible for the digital modulation and generation 
of the electrical signals that excite the AOMs, since the AOMs 
are not able to read the information coming from the IoT 
devices directly.  
Also, the previous schematic can be translated in terms of a 
PHY functional sub-layers scheme, as depicted in figure 6, 
with the CMD stage corresponding to the Information-to-
Electrical (I/E) phase, the Electrical-to-Acoustic (E/A) phase 
conversion being the induced mechanical vibrations on the 
FBG from the speaker, followed by an Acoustic-to-Optical 
(A/O) conversion, in order for the optical channel to transmit 
the modulated information through long distances to finally 
reach the optical receiver, where the received signal undergoes 
an O/E conversion, done by the photodetectors. Finally, there 
is the Electrical-to-Digital (E/D) conversion performed by the 
ADC and the Digital-to-Information (D/I) phase, which 
contains the demodulation and decision processes. 
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Figure 6: Flowchart of the PHY sublayers communication. 
A. Simulator implementation 
Figure 7 depicts the block diagram of the implemented 
simulator that was done with MATLAB. Its working principle 
can be explained in different phases, with each one having its 
own functional block: 
Input Electrical Signal – The signal that is injected in the 
system, i.e., the OOK modulated signal or the M-ary FSK 
modulated signal that contains the information from the first 
PHY sublayer, depicted in figure 5, in which is applied Gray 
codification (CMD stage). This type of codification was used 
in order to reduce the impact of symbol error rate over bit error 
statistics. The electrical signals applied are converted into 
acoustic signals because of the transducer of the speaker. 
Max. WL shift – Contains the maximum wavelength shift 
induced in the FBG, which in this case is around 80 pm. This 
value will be explained in section 4. 
System Response Filter – Contains the transfer function of the 
AOM system, with a bandwidth of 1 kHz and a similar shape 
to the one from figure 9 (a). Initially there is an imposed delay 
of around 57 ms in the received signal, which is due to the fact 
that a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) digital filter was 
implemented, with order equal to 5000, using the Least-
Squares approach, for a sampling rate of 44 kHz, so that a 
considerably large number of samples per symbol could be 
acquired. This type of filter has a linear phase response which 
in turn preserves the waveshape of the input signal, to the 
extent that is possible, since some frequencies will be changed 
in amplitude by the action of the filter. The system’s phase 
response was applied to the output signal of the System 
Response Filter block, using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
[23]. 
Volt to WL – The amplitude of the electrical signal causes the 
excursion movement of the speaker’s diaphragm which will 
extend or contract the FBG, which in turn causes the Bragg 
wavelength to change in each time instant. In other words, it is 
here where the A/O conversion takes place. 
WL to FBG – Here the Bragg wavelength obtained in the 
previous block is substituted in equation 2.6, with the other 
parameters being 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 1.458, 𝐿 = 10 𝑚𝑚 and 𝛿𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
10−4. This block calculates the power spectral density 
spectrum reflected by the FBG for each time instant.  
Attenuator – The attenuations in the optical channel from both 
the optical circulator and the VOA are applied.  
FPI – Contains the transfer function depicted in the upcoming 
figure 4.9 (III). For each time instant, this transfer function will 
apply an optical power variation to the FBG’s reflected 
spectrum throughout time. 
Spectral Density to Power – In this block, the integral of the 
interference between the reflected FBG and FPI spectra, with 
respect to the wavelength, is applied, i.e., the resulting power 
signal of the interference between the FBG and the FPI spectra 
is computed. 
AWGN Channel – This block serves as way to introduce noise 
originated from all the optical elements connected in the 
montage of the system, thus allowing for a study of its 
performance. 
Gain – Contains the responsivity of the photodetector, the gain 
from the OP-AMP and the resistance value of the ADC. These 
are responsible for the O/E conversion. 
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the implemented simulator. 
The signal received in the Output Electrical Signal block, 
which can be an OOK or M-ary FSK modulated signal with or 
without equalization, is demodulated, i.e., the E/D conversion 
happens. Finally, the retrieved digital signal is converted into 
its corresponding Gray code.   
II. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
A. FBG manufacture 
Given the other acousto-optic modulation systems, in this 
study a low-cost AOM system based on the usage of an FBG 
and a commercial speaker with a membrane diameter of 48 mm 
is proposed. A photosensitive SMF (ThorLabs GF1B) was 
used to record the FBG with the phase mask technique by using 
an excimer laser emitting at 248 nm in an FBG inducing system 
built at Instituto de Telecomunicações – Pólo de Aveiro (IT). 
The operation principle of the proposed AOM is based on 
the longitudinal movement of the speaker diaphragm 
(excursion), as depicted in figure 8, which imposes a 
contraction (𝜀 < 𝜀0) and an expansion (𝜀 > 𝜀0) in the FBG 
when the speaker is exposed to a certain applied electrical 
signal.  
When launching an optical signal from a BBS in the fiber, 
a blueshift or redshift is observed in the FBG reflected 
spectrum. The Bragg wavelength is thus changed as a function 
of the external electrical signal that is fed to the speaker.  
 
 
Fig. 8. Schematic of the FBG operation principle. 
B. System characterization 
For the characterization of both frequency and temporal 
responses of the proposed system, two analyses were 
performed. The system response was analyzed by using a 
𝐴sin(𝜔𝑡) signal generated by the AWG, where 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑐. The 
amplitude (𝐴) of the signal was maintained constant ( 1−
+  V) as 
well as the volume in the speaker. Then, the frequency (𝑓𝑐) was 
swept from 10 Hz to 1000 Hz in steps of 10 Hz, with each step 
lasting a total of 2 seconds, approximately. After obtaining the 
information regarding the amplitude and phase delay between 
the reference and the modulated signal, it is possible to 
determine the transfer function of the system and it is depicted 
in figure 9.  
Figure 9 (a) shows the amplitude transfer function of the 
system, in which the maximum optical amplitude variation is 
set between 550 Hz and 650 Hz, where the resonance 
frequency is evidenced around 570 Hz. It can also be observed 
that for extreme frequencies, especially for values lower than 
50 Hz and higher than 900 Hz, the amplitude is attenuated in 
more than, approximately, 45 dB, therefore, the effective 
bandwidth of this solution is around 800 Hz.  
 
(a) 
Fig. 9. Amplitude response of the AOM system. 
Figure 9 (b) depicts the phase response of the optical-
acoustic modulation system, again with the points representing 
the measured phase delays and line being the estimated phase 
delays for the in-between frequencies. The minimum phase 
delay is achieved at around 200 Hz, with an observed linear 
phase increment from this same frequency up to 500 Hz. 
Finally, the delay is drastically increased for frequencies higher 
than 500 Hz, i.e., near the resonance frequency. 
Figure 10 depicts the resulting electrical amplitude of the 
output signal when the input is a sinusoidal of a certain 
frequency and unitary amplitude. Using the mentioned 
spectrometer, the Bragg wavelength shift (red solid line) is 
obtained for every obtained electrical signal (dashed blue line), 
when the input voltage signal has a frequency that ranges from 
10 Hz to around 300 Hz. 
 
Fig. 10. Wavelength shift versus output amplitude. 
By subtracting the obtained wavelengths for each 
frequency values from the pre-stressed FBG Bragg wavelength 
(𝜆𝐵 = 1547.5 nm) and multiplying them by a factor of 2, the 
resultant shifts from the lowest to the highest Bragg 
wavelength are obtained. 
From figure 10, one can already deduce, assuming a linear 
relation between both curves, a relation of around 2 
pmpp/mVpp, i.e., there is linear relation between wavelength 
displacement and the amplitude of the electrical signal 
received. Knowing that the maximum output voltage, for this 
implementation, is around 80 mVpp, a maximum wavelength 
shift of 160 pmpp is obtained, i.e., 80 pm from the central 
Bragg wavelength to the maximum displacement.  
Another characteristic of the system that was analyzed was 
the pulse response, in which it is possible to observe that for 
pulse periods lower than 2.5 ms, approximately, there is an 
increase in the underdamped response, thus the resonance 
frequency is predominant in the underdamped temporal 
response. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Mainly two modulation approaches will be used in the 
simulations. The first one is the direct FSK modulation, in 
which the optical carrier is modulated directly, i.e., when the 
amplitude of the signal is highest, so is the wavelength 
displacement in the fiber. The second one is the most enticing 
one, which is to have an FSK subcarrier to modulate the optical 
one, which will allow for the imprinting of mechanical 
displacement into frequency modulation. This last was proven 
to be the most effective one in the experimental work done and 
it will serve as base for the dimensioning of the implemented 
simulator’s AWGN’s noise variance.  
In order to perform the simulations, the noise variance was 
estimated so that, for a transmission line distance of 30 km, a 
Bit Error Rate (BER) around 0.2% would be measured for the 
8-FSK modulation scheme with complex equalization for a 
total of 10.500 bits. An optical attenuation ranging from 0 to 
20 dB, for a 2 dB iteration, was applied, using the bit 
comparison method. Figure 5.1 depicts the 8, 4 and 2-FSK 
BER curves for a dimensioned noise variance equal to, 
approximately, 3.31 × 10-20 W.  
V. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FOR OOK MODULATION 
With the dimensioned noise variance for the AWGN channel, 
now it is possible to perform simulations for the assessment of 
the system’s performance. First, the simplest modulation was 
applied, the OOK one. A binary sequence serves as the input 
signal, with the -1 V amplitude being encoded with the bit 0 
and the +1 V amplitude with the bit 1, so that the rejection in 
the output signal between the zero level and the one level is as 
high as possible. A total of 10.500 bits were considered, with 
the signal duration varying according to the bit rates. 
The non-equalized received electrical signal is depicted in 
figure 11 (a), which was obtained by simply injecting the 
system with, in this case, the OOK modulated signal. It can be 
observed that the ISI is quite predominant, since the eye 
diagram is quite obstructed. 
The equalization was done by applying to the modulation 
carrier the inverse transfer function of the complex transfer 
function of the system, which is depicted in figure 8. It serves 
as much more promising modulation for this system, since it 
reduces the ISI significantly, thus the eye is more opened 
(figure 10 (b)).   
 
Fig. 11. Eye diagram for the equalized 1000 bps system. 
Complex equalization for the OOK modulation scheme can 
be assessed in relation to its performance in an AWGN channel 
with the BER estimation. Given the fact that a sequence of 
randomly transmitted data is generated, i.e., a stochastic 
process occurs in each simulation that is done, several 
simulations were done to get a better understanding of the 
system’s performance.  
Figure 12 shows the mean BER curves for three simulations 
done for each bit rate. By applying the previously mentioned 
process of computing the distances between the detector output 
values and their mean values for each optical power at the 
receiver’s input.  
The dashed black line is the maximum tolerable pre-Forward 
(a) 
(b) 
(b) 
Error Correction (FEC) BER, also known as the “FEC-
threshold”, which, in the context of optical transport networks, 
is the associated limit BER value for which, when the system 
performs at a BER lower than this, it is considered as error-free 
[24]. 
 
Fig. 12. Eye diagram for the equalized 1000 bps system. 
One can observe that, for example, for a power of -49.24 
dBm, only the 200 bps equalized OOK modulation can be 
considered as error-free, with a mean BER value between 0.2% 
to 0.3%. The other three cases, 800, 1000 and 400 bps, have 
higher BER values than the pre-FEC BER threshold, with 
mean BER values of approximately 0.4%, 0.5% and 0.7%, 
respectively. 
Less samples are taken for higher bit rates, with the lowest 
number of samples being for a bit rate of 1000 bps, whereas in 
the case of 200 bps, a total of 220 samples are taken. This might 
influence the obtained results because of the aliasing effect, 
since there can be an insufficient number of samples to 
represent each bit. Thus, for higher bit rates, the results are less 
reliable. 
For optical powers higher than -48 dBm, approximately, all 
the tested bit rates were proven to be successful in the 
transmission of information and offer data throughputs that are 
much higher than the one achieved by the Sigfox protocol. 
VI. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FOR M-ARY FSK 
MODULATION 
Also, taking the equations for the BER estimative from the 
EVM into account, a comparison between the equalized M-ary 
FSK modulated schemes can be made. The 8-FSK modulated 
system has the highest BER for the same received optical 
power, and the BER for 4-FSK is lower than the previous one 
but higher than the one from 2-FSK modulated system.  
These results were obtained for simulation using a total of 
10.500 bits over different durations, varying according to the 
different bit rates, with the BER curves being the mean values 
for three simulations, in the case of 2-FSK, another three 
simulations for 4-FSK, and finally, seven simulations for 8-
FSK.    
While, for a received optical power of approximately -49.24 
dBm, the 2-FSK and 4-FSK systems have a much lower BER 
than the one from 8-FSK, which is around 4%, i.e., it is higher 
than the pre-FEC BER value. Thus, one can deduce that for the 
same received optical power at the receiver’s input, the 8-FSK 
equalized system is much more affected in the transmission 
link than the others. Next, it will be discussed how the 
equalized system performs in comparison with the non-
equalized one, with BER estimation from EVM method for the 
same received optical power. 
The results for this particular case are unexpected, since the 
symbol probabilities are equal to one another and this is a case 
of orthogonal symbols, one can use the probability of error 
expression, as depicted in equation 2.14, to study this case. It 
is important to notice that for different energy symbols there is 
no symmetry of the signal space, but for the stake of simplicity 
and since this is a case of study that is not in the scope of this 
study, one can make this assumption. 
The fact that the 2-FSK equalized system has an overall 
higher BER than the non-equalized one, may be due to the fact 
that the latter has a higher 𝐸/𝑁0 value than the former. Also, 
for lower noise variance, i.e., for a lower 𝑁0 a result where the 
equalized system performs in a better way could have been 
achieved. 
For a measured received optical power of -53.24 dBm, one 
estimates a BER of 0.3% for the equalized system and 0.06% 
for the non-equalized one, which is lower. But at the same time, 
both cases can be considered error-free for that same received 
power. Whereas for lower powers both cases have BER values 
higher than pre-FEC BER threshold.   
In the case of the 4-FSK, the same unexpected conclusion of 
the 2-FSK modulated system was obtained, although with a 
much more significant difference.  
For a received optical power of -51.24 dBm, the BER for the 
equalized system is around 2%, whereas for the non-equalized 
on the BER is around 0.06%, which can be considered error-
free and it has significantly better performance overall than the 
equalized scenario. 
Again, the fact that the 4-FSK equalized system has an 
overall higher BER than the non-equalized one, can be 
explained with the same analogy used in the 2-FSK scenario. 
The higher 𝐸/𝑁0 value is due to symbol 3 having the highest 
energy of all four symbols. 
Regarding FSK modulation results, the most promising 
modulation scheme is the 8-FSK, providing a bit rate of 300 
bps, and where a significant difference can be seen when 
comparing the equalized and non-equalized solutions. A 
discrepancy between an equalized and a non-equalized 8-FSK 
system is not unexpected, since the non-equalized solution will 
induce a significant ISI, especially in the transitions from a 
high frequency to a low one, as it can be seen in figure 13 (b), 
being the most evident one the transition from 700 Hz to 100 
Hz, in the 0.32 to 0.33 s time interval (marked with a red 
circle). 
In the transition from 700Hz to 100 Hz, the 100 Hz wave has 
a superimposed harmonic component of the natural frequency. 
For strong oscillation changes, the underdamped response 
requires a period of around 12 ms for it to stabilize, which is 
higher than the minimum period of symbol. This can be 
considered as ISI and, in case of a transition from a lower to a 
higher frequency, i.e., neighbor subcarriers, the wave shape is 
not going to be affected.  
When complex equalization is applied, this ISI is removed by 
applying the inverse transfer function of the system’s complex 
response, thus the wave shape of the signal will not be affected 
overall. For the example depicted in figure 14 (b), this fact be 
observed, where there is no longer wave shape distortion in the 
(a) 
800 Hz to 100 Hz transition (marked with a green circle). 
 
Fig. 13. Non-equalized 8-FSK received signal (b) as a function of the 
transmitted signal (a). 
  
Fig. 14. Equalized 8-FSK received signal (b) as a function of the 
transmitted signal (a). 
Figure 15 depicts the spectra for both non-equalized, on the 
left side, and equalized, on the right side, 8-FSK systems, 
where, as expected, the equalized one has the frequencies 
nearly at the same amplitude, whereas in the case of non-
equalization, the 600 Hz, which is near the resonance one, has 
the biggest amplitude. 
 
Figure 15: Spectra for both non-equalized (a) and the equalized (b) 
8-FSK system. 
But confirmation on the advantages of equalization for the 8-
FSK solution must obtained with the EVM measure technique. 
Figure 16 depicts the comparison between the use of 
equalization and non-equalization, zoomed in for BER values 
over 0.1%, because the equalized system has much lower BER 
values for received optical powers between -47 dBm and -
39.24 dBm, approximately. The red curve is the mean BER 
curve for the non-equalized system, for a total of 30 
simulations. 
 
Fig. 16. Comparison between equalized and non-equalized 8-FSK. 
Contrary to previous simulations, the measured BER values 
showed significant deviations from the mean values, so a 
greater number of simulations needed to be executed, in order 
to have a better understanding of the overall system 
performance. Thus, in this case, the error bars were placed in 
the measured points. 
When inspecting the detector output values for a signal power 
equal to -45.24 dBm, approximately, for the non-equalized 
situation, symbol 5 has the greatest mean value, which leads to 
serious consequences for the system’s performance.  
By thoroughly analyzing all the results regarding M-ary FSK 
modulation schemes, equalized 8-FSK seemed like the most 
promising one for the IoToF, with an estimated BER always 
lower than the pre-FEC threshold until an optical power around 
-47 dBm, whereas the non-equalized modulation shows much 
higher BER values for higher optical powers. With this 
solution, the highest throughput in M-ary FSK modulation was 
achieved, being also higher than the bit rate of the Sigfox 
standard and, also, with a higher range than LoRa. 
The OOK modulation scheme with complex equalization can 
also be used for this application, although for an optical power 
received between -50 dBm and -48 dBm, for bit rates of 400 
bps, 800 bps and 1000 bps, this solution does not seem feasible. 
The best results can be observed when a bit rate of 200 bps is 
used, which does improve the data throughput that the Sigfox 
protocol achieves, but has a worse performance than the 4-FSK 
modulated system, which already is capable of transmitting 
data at 200 bps. ISI has a significant impact in this system for 
this scheme, causing the non-equalized OOK solution to be far 
from ideal. 
VII. LABORATORIAL RESULTS 
In collaboration with Instituto de Telecomunicações – Pólo 
de Aveiro, a laboratorial work was done for an arbitrary binary 
sequence of 3000 bits, with Gray codification, with pre-
emphasis equalization for 2, 4 and 8-FSK modulation schemes. 
The laboratorial setup of the work done can be viewed in figure 
17, which is depicted below. 
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 Fig. 17. Photograph of the laboratorial setup. 
The system performance was tested as a function of the 
attenuation applied (0.2 dB/km), with each iteration 
representing a transmission distance of 5 km. The BER as a 
function of the transmission distance was analyzed for the 
several modulation schemes used, with the results being 
depicted in figure 18.  
For the highest bit rate (300 bps), the system is less tolerant 
to the link attenuation. A comparison was made with a receiver 
sensitivity of 1%, considered in narrowband wireless systems. 
For this specific condition, this system offers a maximum 
transmission distance of around 30 km and an additional 
distance of 5 km can be added to this for the 4-FSK (200 bps) 
and 2-FSK (100 bps) [25, 26]. 
 
 
Fig. 18. BER as a function of the transmission distance. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
For OOK modulation, the system already reaches a data 
throughput higher than the Sigfox standard, but has an overall 
worse performance than the 4-FSK modulated system, in the 
case of the 200 bps bit rate. Regarding the M-FSK modulation 
schemes, the optimum solution found in the performance 
assessment is the equalized 8-FSK system, reaching a data 
throughput of 300 bps, which is higher than Sigfox, and being 
error-free until a received optical power of around -47 dBm.  
It is important to notice that the acoustic channel can be 
improved upon by using more elaborate E/A structures to 
enhance the system’s response. The use of a forward error 
correction and a more powerful BBS would extend the reach 
of this system beyond what was proven to be possible. Other 
modulation techniques, such as Quadrature Amplitude 
Modulation (QAM) and coding strategies might also improve 
the AOM system’s spectral efficiency, thus improving the end-
user bit rate. The proposed IoToF technology will need a 
proper short framing link layer solution over IoToF PHY. Also, 
another important aspect is the AOM’s power consumption, 
which will consequently influence the IoToF’s device 
autonomy. Distributed Raman amplification can be used to 
extend the transmission’s reach, while its pump power 
recycling is used for power transmission over the optical fiber, 
which could be used for feeding IoToF devices [27]. 
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